LOCHINVAR UNVEILS NEW TECHNOLOGY AT AHR EXPO

Lochinvar Corporation recently exhibited at the AHR Expo (ASHRAE Show) in Las Vegas, NV and spotlighted two exciting new products. CREST Condensing Boiler and the KNIGHT FT Boiler were the stars of the show. Watch the in booth interviews that Mike Lahti – VP Sales and Stirling Boston – Director of Marketing participated in with industry biz building leader Ellen Rohr.

Watch the VIDEO

Lochinvar® has taken the fire-tube concept in an innovative new direction with the CREST® modulating-condensing boiler. With sizes that range from 1.5 to 3.5 million Btu/hr, you finally have the opportunity to utilize Lochinvar leading-edge technology in your largest applications. With thermal efficiencies up to 99% in low water temperature applications, CREST is positioned to provide exceptional energy-saving performance.

VEMCO Q & A

Q: How flexible are the flow rates for the CREST boiler due to the boilers 25:1 turndown ratio?

Prize: $50.00 AMEX gift card

Congrats to Jacob Deering from MW Consulting Engineers & Calen Heppner of CTA Great Falls who correctly listed 5 of the 15 ‘features’ of the Liebert CRV including the lifecycle
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Questions or Comments, emails us at mail@vemcoinc.com